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Compact Quadratic s-Manifolds

Arthur J. Ledger and R. Bruce Pettitt1)

The définition of a Riemannian regular s-manifold (M, g, s) is similar to that of a
Riemannian symmetric space but without the condition that symmetries hâve order
two. A regularity condition (trivially satisfied for symmetric spaces) is imposed on the
composition of symmetries. Such manifolds are known to be homogeneous ([2], [4])
and classification problems reduce essentially to the study of automorphisms of Lie
groups. In this connection, récent work of Wolf and Gray [7] is of fundamental
importance for cases when the symmetries hâve finite order.

A metrisable regular s-manifold (M, s) is defined by relaxing the unique choice of
g in (M, g, s) to that of any g compatible with the s-structure. There is an obvious
équivalence relation on the class of such manifolds, and we seek theorems which are
valid up to this équivalence.

For any (M, s) there is an associated tensor fîeld S of type (1,1) and (M, g, s) is

symmetric if and only if S has linear minimal polynomial. We treat the case when S
has a quadratic minimal polynomial; then (M, s) is called a quadratic ^-manifold. Any
such (M, s) admits an almost complex structure 4&gt; canonically associated with S;

moreover, either ail symmetries hâve order 3 or # is integrable and there exists a

metric g for which (M, g, s) is a Riemannian regular s-manifold and (M, g) is Her-
mitian symmetric with respect to 4&gt;. This paper gives a classification up to équivalence
of ail compact quadratic (M, s).

§ 1 is mostly expository, but improves slightly some known results; it contains most
basic définitions and properties for later use. In particular, it is easily seen that for any
(M, s) the simply connected covering space M of M admits a metrisable structure
(AÎ, s) whose symmetries cover those of (M, s). Then if (M, s) and (M&apos;, s&apos;) are covered
by (M, s) the équivalence of (M, s) and (M&apos;, sf) reduces to a study of certain deck
transformations of M. We also develop for later use the relation between (M, s) and
a triple (G, H, 6) where G is a Lie group acting transitively on M with isotropy group
H, and 6 is an automorphism of G determined by s. The section concludes with some
remarks on the smoothness of the map s and tensor field S.

In §2 the notion of a quadratic s-manifold is defined and four theorems are stated

x) This research was done at the University of Liverpool during 1972-3 while the second author
was a Postdoctoral Fellow supported by the National Research Council of Canada.
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giving the structure theory of such manifolds. Proofs of thèse theorems are given in
§3, with the exception of certain détails which form the two appendices.

§1. Preliminaries

DEFINITION 1.1. A regular s-manifold is a connected manifold M together with
a map s from M into the group DiffM of ail diffeomorphisms of M with the following
properties :

(i) for each/?eM, the point/? is an isolated fixed point of the diffeomorphism
s(p) (written as sp),

(ii) sposq=sSp(q)osp for ail/?, qeM,
(iii) the tensor field S:M-+T{(M) defined by p\-&gt;Sp (sp*)p is smooth.
The diffeomorphism sp is referred to as the symmetry at p, and S as the symmetry

tensor field. Any smooth map x:M-*M is called s-preserving (resp. S-preserving) if
x°sp sx{p)ox for ail peM (resp. x*(SX) S(x*X) for ail Xe&amp;(M)). Any tensor
field on M is called s-invariant if it is invariant under the action of sp for each pe M.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let k be an integer ^2. A k-symmetric space is a regular s-

manifold (M, s) for which each symmetry has order k; that is, for ail peM9 (sp)k id
but (sp)h^id forO&lt;h&lt;k.

DEFINITION 1.3. The regular s-manifold {M, s) and the regular s&apos;-manifold

(AT, s&apos;) are said to be équivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism/: M-? M&apos; such that
/o sp=4J(P) o/ for ail p eM.

DEFINITION 1.4. Let a : M-&gt; M be a covering space. Then (M, i) is said to cover

(M, s) if a0^ 5^)0 a for allpeM.
Remark 1.5. Given (M, j), let et: fit ~+M be the simply-connected covering space

of M. Defîne for each peM the symmetry sp as the lift of sa(P) which fixes p; then
(itëf, s) is a regular i-manifold and covers (M, 5). We call (iCf, 5) the simply-connected
covering space of (M, s).

For the converse problem of obtaining each (Af, s) covered by (itëf, s) we hâve the

following criterion.

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let {Si, s) be a simply-connected regular s-manifold and

a:M-*M a covering space with group of deck transformations F. Then M admits a

regular s-manifold structure (M9 s) covered by (M, s) if and only if F is a group of
s-preserving diffeomorphisms and each symmetry sp normalises F in DiffSi.

Proof Let F be a group of «s-preserving diffeomorphisms normalised by each sp.

For each/? g M choose pea&quot;^/?); because sp normalises F, the relation spoa=(xosp
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defines a diffeomorphism sp:M-+M. Moreover, sp is well-defined (independently of
the choice of pea~1{p)), because each élément of F is i-preserving. Properties (i),
(ii) and (iii) of Définition 1.1 are readily verified, and (M, s) is a regular s-manifold
covered by (M, s).

Conversely, suppose (M, s) is covered by (M, s). Then for each peM and yeF,
xoSpoyoSp1 ot, whence SpoyoSpleF; hence, the symmetries Sp normalise F. Observe
also that yospoy~l =sy(P), each being the lift of sa(P) which fixes y{p)\ thus each yeF is

i-preserving.

DEFINITION 1.7. (a) A metrisable regular ^-manifold is a regular 5-manifold
(M, s) which admits an ^-invariant Riemannian metric.

(b) A Riemannian regular s-manifold (M, g, s) is a regular s-manifold (M, s)
together with an ^-invariant Riemannian metric g.

Remark 1.8. (a) Let (Must) and (M2,s2) be metrisable, and let slxs2:Mix
x M2-+ M{x M2 be the product map. Then (MlxM2, ^x^) is a metrisable
G?i x j2)-manifold.

(b) Let (M, s) be the simply-connected covering space of (M, s) with covering

map a. Then g is an ^-invariant metric on M if and only if g a*g is an ^-invariant,
F-invariant metric on M; in that case we call (M, g, s) the simply-connected covering
space of (M, g, s).

PROPOSITION 1.9. For any (M, g, s) the set of ail s-presening isometries is a
closed subgroup of the group of ail isometries /(M, g) endowed with the compact-open
topology.

Proof Let (xn) be any séquence of s-preserving isometries which converges in

/(A/, g) and let xn -» x. Since M is connected, any isometry is s-preserving if and only
if it is 5-preserving. Hence each xn is 5-preserving. Since S is continuous, then x is

S-preserving and therefore s-preserving. This proves closure.

DEFINITION 1.10. The Lie group I(M,g,s) is the group of ail s-preserving
isometries of (M, gy s) endowed with the Lie group structure induced by inclusion in
^0^&gt; s)- Its identity component is denoted lo(M, g, s).

By the proof of Theorem 1 of [4] we hâve the following proposition and its
immédiate corollary:

PROPOSITION 1.11. Given (M, g, s), any Lie transformation group G of M
satisfying s(M)czG is transitive on M. In particular, /(M, g, s) is transitive on M.

COROLLARY 1.12. The symmetries of a metrisable regular s-manifold are
determined by the symmetry at any one point.
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Proposition 1 11 shows that a metnsable regular s-manifold admits a transitive
group of s-preserving diffeomorphisms, this yields the following useful cntenon for
the équivalence of two such manifolds covered by a given simply-connected one

PROPOSITION 1 13 Suppose {M, s) is the common simply-connected coxenng
space of (Mu sx) and (M2, s2) where, for i= 1, 2, (M,, st) is metnsable For i 1, 2

dénote the co\enng by oct M-&gt;M, and let Ft be the group of deck transformations
Choose a base point peM Then {Mu st) and (M2, s2) are équivalent ifand only ifthere
exists an s-preserving diffeomorphism J M-&gt;M such that f(p) p and frlf~l =F2

Proof Suppose (Ml9 sx) and (M2, s2) are équivalent Define px a1(p),/?2 a2(p)
By Proposition 1 11 some ^-preserving group is transitive on M2, it foliows that there
exists a diffeomorphism/ MX-^M2 such that/(/71)=/?2 and/°(^1)9 (5&apos;2)j(9)o/for

ail qeMt Define/to be the lift of/which fixes p Thus/°ai a2 °f9 and consequently
f°rloj~1 r2 Aiso, for qeM, fosq Sf(q)of, each being the lift offo(sl)0ii{q) which

maps q to /(&lt;?), thus, / is i-preservmg
Conversely, suppose given an i-preserving diffeomorphism f M -+ M such that

f(p) p and fr1f~1 =F2 Then the diffeomorphism/ Mx -&gt; M2 is defined by foax
a2°f, and it foliows that fo(si)q (s2)f(q)offor ail qeMx Thus, (Mu st) and (M2, s2)

are équivalent

DEFINITION 1 14 For any (M, g, s) the symmetry group Z(M, g, s) is the

topological Lie subgroup of /(M, g) defined on the closure in I(M, g) of the group
generated by s(M)

PROPOSITION 1 15 Let gx and g2 be s-invanant metncs on (M, s) Then

Proof Let Y be the group generated by s(M and let (xn) be a séquence in ÎF

which converges in I(M, gx) to some élément x Then for each/?eM, xn(p)-» x(p)
Since (xn) is also a séquence in /(M, g2), then xn -&gt; x in /(M, g2) (cf Lemma 2 4 of
Chapter IV in [3]) Thus I(M,gu s)czZ(M9g2, s), and likewise I(M,g2s)c:
Z(M,gl9s), consequently, the two symmetry groups are equal as abstract groups
Each has the compact-open topology, so they coïncide as Lie groups

The following définition is now vahd

DEFINITION 1 16 The symmetry group Z(M, s) of a metnsable (M, s) is the

symmetry group Z(M, g, s) where g is any ^-invariant metnc on M
Note that since s(M)aZ(M, s), then by Proposition 111, Z(M9 s) and îts îdentity

component Z0(M, s) are transitive on M

DEFINITION 117 Let G be a connected Lie group, H a closed subgroup of G,
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and OeAutG. We call (G, //, 9) a symmetric triple if the following three conditions
are satisfied:

(1) G acts effectively on the coset space G/H,
(2) (G°)oaHaGe where Ge is the closed subgroup of G defîned by Ge

Gd={xeG:0(x) x} and (Ge)0 is its identity component,
(3) the subgroup of Autg generated by AdGH and 9* has compact closure 0 in

Autg where g dénotes the Lie algebra of G.

The next proposition shows how the metrisable regular s-manifolds and symmetric
triples are related.

PROPOSITION 1.18. Let (M, s) be a metrisable regular s-manifold with base

point peM. Let G be any Lie group satisfying:
(i) G is a connectée! Lie group acting transitively on M,
(ii) G is normalisée! by sp in DiffM,
(iii) GaI(M, g, s) for some s-invariant metric g on M.

(Such G exist; for instance, G I0(M, s) or I${M, g, s).)
Let H be the isotropy subgroup ofG at p, and v : G -» M GjH the naturalprojection.

Then there exists a unique 0eAutG such that £p°v v°0; moreover, (G, H, 9) is a

symmetric triple.
Conversely, let (G, //, 9) be a symmetric triple. Define M=G/H; let v:G-+M be

the natural projection and set p v(H). Then M admits a unique metrisable regular
s-manifold structure (M, s) such that

(a) spov vo9 and

(b) each élément of G is s-preserving; moreover, G satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and

(iii).
Proof Since the Lie group G acts transitively on M and G al (M, g, s) al (M, g),

it follows (Remark 2, p. 176 of [3]) that G is a topological Lie subgroup of/(M, g).
Moreover, since sp normalises G, the automorphism ad(^p)eAut(/(M, g)) préserves
G. Consequently, 9 ad(sp)\G deflnes a Lie group automorphism of G. For xeG,
(sP°v)(x) (spox)(p) (spox°sp1)(p) (vo9)(x); thus, ^°v v°0. Furthermore,
since G acts effectively on M, then 9 is the unique automorphism of G satisfying the
relation spov vo9.

Next we check that (G, H, 9) is a symmetric triple. Condition (1) of Définition
1.17 is satisfied, because Gc=/(M, g). Consider yeH; then y is s-preserving, y(p)=p,
and so 9(y) spoyos~1 =spoSyil)oy=y. Thus, Ha G6. Suppose now 9*X=Xïor some

^eg, and let Y=v*X. Then, Y=v+(0*X)=(sp)+Y9 and so F=0 because p is an
isolated fixed point of sp, an isometry of (M, g). Consequently, Zekervs|t ^ (the Lie
algebra of H), and the inclusion (G0)oaH follows. Thus, (2) of Définition 1.17 is

satisfied. Define the Lie group G&apos; as the closure in /(M, g) of the group generated by G

and sp. Then G&apos; has compact isotropy subgroup K at p. Moreover, for each keK,
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G is invariant by ad(A:)eAutG&apos;; also the action X:K xG-+G defined by A(k, x)
ad(k)x kxk~i is smooth. It follows that the homomorphism n:K-^&gt; Autg defined by

fi(k) Ad(k)\Q is smooth; (hère Ad(A:) dénotes the automorphism induced on the Lie

algebra of G&apos; by ad(&amp;)eAutG&apos;). Consider now the group &lt;9, the closure of the group
generated by AdG(H) and 0* Ad(^p)|fl. Since H ci K and speK, then 0 is closed in the

compact group n(K). Consequently, 0 is compact. Thus, (3) of Définition 1.17 is also

satisfied, and (G, H, 6) is a symmetric triple.
We now turn to the converse of Proposition 1.18, and consider a given symmetric

triple (G, H, 0). By (2) of Définition 1.17 we hâve 0*(ï)) t) (where ï) is the Lie algebra

of//), and hence &lt;9(t)) I). Therefore, as a conséquence of (3) of Définition 1.17, there

exists a direct sum décomposition g ï) + m with 0 (m) m, and a &lt;9-invariant positive
definite quadratic form 2? on m Let gp be the corresponding quadratic form induced

by v on the tangent space Mp to M=G/Hatp v(H). Then gp is invariant under the

action of H on Mp9 and so gp extends uniquely to a G-invariant Riemannian metric

g on M.
Define speDiffM by spov vo0. Then sp is an isometry of {M, g) because B is

^-invariant. For each qeM choose xev~1(q) and define sq xospox~l, an isometry
of (M, g). By (2) of Définition 1.17, sq is well-defined, and if XeMp is non-zero then

(sp)*X^X. Since sp is an isometry it is immédiate that/? is an isolated fixed point of sp.

It follows that q is an isolated fixed point of sq for ail qeM. Thus (i) of Définition 1.1

is satisfied.

Observing that for x,yeG,
(sx(p)oy)(p) (x°spox~1oy)(p)=(xoSpov)(x~1y)=(xoe(x~1y))(p), a short com-

putation shows that, for ail q, q&apos;eM, sqosqf sSq(qf)osq. This establishes (ii) of Définition

1.1.

Now the symmetry tensor field S is G-invariant since G is j-preserving. Then

smoothness of S follows by using a local cross-section in G; alternatively, one observes

that if T is the smooth right-invariant tensor field on G with value 6* at the identity,
then T and S are v-related, and hence S is smooth. This establishes (iii) of Définition
1.1.

Thus, (M, s) is a regular s-manifold. By construction, g is an ^-invariant metric,
so (M, s) is metrisable; moreover, G satisfies properties (i), (ii) and (iii). Finally, the

conditions that spo v v°6 and that G be s-preserving clearly détermine the s-manifold
structure on M uniquely.

Remarks 1.19. (a) Given a symmetric triple (G,H,Q) and the corresponding
metrisable (M, s) as in Proposition 1.18, we say that (G, H, 6) and (M, s) are related.

(b) For later use we make the following observation. Consider a metrisable (M, s)

related to a symmetric triple (G,H,0), and let xeAutG. Define H&apos; x(H) and

0f x9x~1. Then (G, H\ 0f) is a symmetric triple, and so détermines a related metrisable

(AT, s1). Define the diffeomorphism/iM-^AT byf(xH)=x(x)Hf foxxHeG/H=
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M. From the relation between s, sf and 0, 0&apos; (see (a) of Proposition 1.18), it foliows
thaï f&lt;&gt;sxH s&apos;fixH)of for ail xHeGjH. Thus, (M, s) and (M&apos;, sf) are équivalent.

We conclude this section by showing that, for the metrisable case, (iii) of Définition

1.1 may be replaced by other équivalent smoothness conditions.

PROPOSITION 1.20. Let (M, g) be a connected Riemannian manifold with a map
s:M-+I(M, g) satisfying (i) and (ii) of Définition 1.1. Define S as in (iii) of Définition
1.1 and define a map /x:Mx M -&gt; M by n(p, q) sp{q). Then the smoothness ofs, S or pi

implies the smoothness of ail three.

Proof Consider the following smooth maps :

a:I(M, g)x M-+M (Lie group action),

(0, X)\M-+TMxTM, defined bypt-+(0p9 XP)

where 0 is the zéro vector field and X any smooth vector field on M.
Now /x ao (s x idM), hence s smooth implies \i smooth. Again, if/i is smooth, then

50^=^^0(0, X), whence S&lt;&gt;X is smooth for each smooth vector field X and so S is

smooth.

Finally, suppose S smooth. Then (M, g, s) is a Riemannian regular s-manifold.
Write G I(M, g9 s), and define the following smooth maps:

/ : G -* I(M, g) (inclusion)

P:GxG-+G (group multiplication)

lSp:G-*G (left multiplication by sp)

%.G-+G (group inversion)

A.G-*GxG (diagonal map).

Now by Proposition 1.11 the Lie group G acts transitively on M, and so for any peM
there is a smooth cross-section A: U-+ G for some open neighbourhood U ofp. Then,

Thus, 5- is smooth. This complètes the proof.
We may regard n as a multiplication on M, and write ju(p, q) =/? • q. Then a smooth

map x: M-+ M is s-preserving if and only if it is a homomorphism of the multiplication
M, that is

x(p&apos;q)=x(p)*x(q) for ail p9qeM.

By (ii) of Définition 1.1 each symmetry sp is such a homomorphism.
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§ 2. Structure Theory of Quadratic s-Manifolds

The Riemannian symmetric spaces studied by Cartan form the class of Riemannian
regular s-manifolds with symmetries of order two; equivalently, the minimal poiy-
nomial of the symmetry tensor field S is linear (necessarily then S+I=0, since S is

orthogonal and S^I).
Consider now a Riemannian regular 5-manifold (M, g, s) for which S has quadratic

minimal polynomial, say £2 + a£ + /?. Thus, for çachpeM, Sl + aSp + pIp 0. Because

I(M, g, s) is transitive and S preserving, a and P are constants on M. Now each Sp is

orthogonal so its eigenvalues must hâve modulus one, and since they are roots of the

quadratic minimal polynomial thèse eigenvalues are either real or form a complex
conjugate pair. Since (M, g, s) is a regular s-manifold, Sp has no eigenvalue +1, so

if S had real eigenvalues we would hâve S= —/, contradicting S having quadratic
minimal polynomial. Thus S has two eigenvalues e±l&lt;t&gt; with &lt;£e]0, tc[. Since thèse are
roots of Ç2 + &lt;xÇ + p 0 we have £2 + a£ + £ (£-^)(£-e~1*), whence a=-2cos^

The next définition introduces the manifolds which form the principal objects of
study in this paper.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let &lt;/&gt;e]0, tt[. A quadratic s-manifold (M, s, (j)) with angular

parameter (j) is a metrisable regular s-manifold (M, s) whose symmetry tensor field has

quadratic minimal polynomial £2 — 2(cos&lt;/&gt;)£+ 1.

DEFINITION 2.2. For any (M, s, 0) the almost complex structure ^ (sin&lt;/&gt;)~1

{5—(cos0)/} is called the canonical almost complex structure.
The next proposition is immédiate.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (Ml9 sl9 0J and (M2, s2, &lt;j&gt;2) be quadratic. Then

(Mx x M29 sx x ^2) is quadratic with angular parameter $ if and only if &lt;^ &lt;/&gt;1 &lt;/&gt;2.

Remark 2.4. (Recall Définition 1.2 of a &amp;-symmetric space.) A quadratic s-mani-
fold (M, s, 2n/3) is a metrisable 3-symmetric space, and conversely. For k ^3, any
quadratic j-manifold {M, s, 2mn/k)9 where m and k are relatively prime integers, is a

metrisable A&gt;symmetric space. However, not every metrisable À&gt;symmetric space is

quadratic. For instance, let (Aft, su 2n/k) and (M2, s2,2mnjk) be quadratic with
\&lt;m&lt;k (such (M(, st) exist - cf. Theorem B below); then (MlxM2,slxs2) is

metrisable fc-symmetric, but (by Proposition 2.3) is not quadratic.
We now state four theorems which desciibe the structure of compact quadratic

.s-manifolds. (Proofs are given in Section 3.) Before stating the theorems we introduce
some notation.

Cn dénotes the complex vector space of w-tuples (z1,...,zn), and writing each
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one has the underlying real vector space R2wof2«-tuples(x1, yi9 xn, yn)
The natural complex structure Jo on C&quot; (or more precisely on R2n) îs that induced by
scalar multiplication by i on Cn The natural basis {ea, /0(£a)}a=i,2 ,«1S defined by
the relation

(xl9yl9 ,*„,}&gt;„) EU i Va +E^i^o^),
the Euchdean metnc on C&quot; îs defined by the condition that the natural basis be

orthonormal We define the following two real lattices

I&quot; the lattice generated by {ea, J0(ea)}a=i&gt;2, n

An the lattice generated by {sai exp(7i/3Jo)ea}a=lt2, „

Theorem A shows that the compact quadratic s-manifolds are of two basic types

THEOREM A Every compact quadratic s-manifold (M, s, &lt;j))is one ofthefollowing
two types

(i) The angular parameter &lt;\&gt;i^2%\39 the canonical almost complex structure &lt;P is
integrable, and9for any s-invanant metnc g9 (M, g) is a Hermitian symmetnc space with

respect to 0 Moreover, if (M, g) has non-trivial Euchdean factor Cn/F in its symmetnc
space décomposition, then the lattice F is invariant by exp(0/o) and necessanly &lt;/) nl3
orn/2

(n) The angularparameter 0 2n/3 and (M, s,(f))isa metnsable 3-symmetnc space
The next two theorems (B and C) classify the compact quadratic ^-manifolds of

types (i) and (n), thus affording a converse of Theorem A

DEFINITION 2 5 Let (M, g) be a Hermitian symmetnc space with complex
structure / We say a quadratic ^-manifold structure (M, s, &lt;j&gt;) is associated with the

given Hermitian symmetnc space if / is the canonical almost complex structure of
(M, s, 0) and g is an ^-invariant metnc

Theorem B describes the quadratic s-manifold structures associated with compact
Hermitian symmetnc spaces, and gives the classification (up to équivalence) of the
s-mamfolds of type (i) in Theorem A

THEOREM B (i) Let (Mu gt) be a Hermitian symmetnc space of compact type
with complex structure Jx. Then9 for each &lt;£e]0, n[9 there is a unique associated

(n) Let (Af2, s2&gt; &lt;£) be associated with a compact Hermitian symmetnc space

(Misgi) of Euchdean type. Then &lt;/&gt; 7r/3, n/2 or 2n/3, M2 is complex analytically
diffeomorphic to Cnjln or CnjAn9 and (M2, s2, 4&gt;) is équivalent to (CnjA+, a^9 &lt;£) where

A^In for 0 7t/2,
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and

A4&gt; Ân for 0 7r/3 or 2n/3;

in each case the symmeîries are determined by

where a:Cn-^CnjA^ is the naturalprojection.
(iii) Let {M, s, (f)) be associated with a compact Hermitian symmetric space

(M, g) (Ml5 gi)x (M2, g2) with complex structure J, where the factors (M1? gx) of
compact type and (M2, gi) of Euclidean type are each non-trivial. Then &lt;/&gt; ti/3, nj2 or
2tt/3, and (Af, s, &lt;/&gt;) is équivalent to (Mt x CnjA^, st x &lt;t^, &lt;/&gt;) for some (Ml9 su &lt;/&gt;),

{CnjA^ 0$, cj)) defined in (i), (ii) above.

(iv) The compact quadratic s-manifolds with angular parameter # 27i/3 are (up to

équivalence) precisely thefolowing
the (Ml9 su (j)) of(\) with (j)^2nl39
the (Cn/An, an/39 7i/3) and {Cnjl\ an/2, n/2) o/(ii), and the products (Ml x Cn/A^

si x a4&gt;-&gt; 0) o/(ii0 with (f&gt; n/3 or n/2.
We now turn to case (ii) of Theorem A. Each coset space G/H given in Tables 1,

2 and 3 in §6 of [7] is defined by an automorphism fleAutC? of order 3. In each case

(G, H, 6) is a symmetric triple, and so détermines (cf. Remarks 1.19) a related
metrisable 3-symmetric space (M, s). We refer to thèse particular symmetric triples
(G, H, 6) (and to the related (M, s)) as primitive. It follows from Proposition 1.18

and §6 of [7] that the simply-connected compact metrisable 3-symmetric spaces are

(up to équivalence) precisely the products {Mx x M2 x • • • x Mn sxxs2x --xsr)
where each (Mh st) is a primitive 3-symmetric space. The next theorem shows how
ail compact metrisable 3-symmetric spaces are constructed.

THEOREM C. Let (Gh Ki9 Bt) be primitive symmetric triples for i= 1, 2,..., r. Let
Go( R2n) be the translation group ofa Euclidean vector space C&quot; with complex structure
Jo, and write 0o exp(27i/3/o). Define

Z GoxZïx-~xZr
6 =0ox01x---x9r9

where Zt dénotes the centre of Gt. Let F be a discrète subgroup ofZ such that B(r) F
and FnG0 is a 2n-lattice. Define G GjF, and let K=n(R) where n.G-+G is the

covering homomorphism. Define 0eAutG by Oon noB. Then (G, K9 9) is a symmetric
triple and the related (M, s) is a compact metrisable 3-symmetric space.
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Conversely, each compact metrisable 3-symmetric space is équivalent to some
3-symmetric space constructed as above. Thus the compact quadratic s-manifolds oftype
(ii) in Theorem A are, up to équivalence, precisely the above 3-symmetric spaces.

Remark 2.6. Observe that (M, s) is covered by the simply-connected (not ne-
cessarily compact) 3-symmetric space (M, s) related to the symmetric triple (G, R, B).
For the covering i\Gj R-^GjK, defined by a(xR) n(x)K, satisfies ao^ 5a(^oa for
ail peM G/R.

Remark 2.7. Keep the notation of Theorem C. Let A be any discrète subgroup of
Z. Then a typical élément of A is of the form (Ao, K,..., Ar), and for a 0, 1,..., r one
has the subgroup Aa of Za consisting of those éléments of Za appearing in the ath
place for some élément of A. (We call Aa the ath slot group of A.) Clearly B(A) A
implies 0a(Aa)= Aa for each a. The subgroups AoaGo invariant by 90 are precisely
the conjugates of the triangle lattice An by non-singular complex linear transformations
of C&quot;; see the proof of Theorem B for détails, particularly the identities (2) and (3).
The next theorem treats explicitly the covering space problem for any primitive
3-symmetric space, and so gives for a&gt;0 the possible 0a-invariant subgroups

THEOREM D. Let (M, s) be the simply-connected compact metrisable 3-symmetric

space related to a primitive symmetric triple (G, R, B). Then the (compact)
metrisable 3-symmetric spaces (M, s) covered by (M, s) are, up to équivalence, precisely
the 3-symmetric spaces related to the symmetric triples (G, K, 9) constructed as in
Theorem C in terms ofthe B-invariant central subgroups F ofG. Explicitly, the possibili-
tiesfor such F are asfollows:

(i) Suppose R is a maximal rank subgroup ofG; that is, (G, R, 0) occurs in Table 1

or 2 m §6 of [7]. Then there is no non-trivial B-invariant F.

(ii) Suppose G Spin8, and R=G2 or SU&apos;(3)/Z3 with the corresponding B in each

of the two cases determined by Theorem 5.5 of [7], Then, in each case, Z(Spin8)
Z2 x Z2 is the only non-trivial B-invariant F.

(iii) Suppose G LxLx L/Z*, R=L*/Z*, where L is a simply-connected compact
simple Lie group with centre Z (the symbol &quot;*&quot; dénotes diagonal embedding); hère B is
the automorphism induced on G by cyclic permutation ofthe simple factors in LxLxL.
The B-invariant central subgroups F of L3/Z* are given in §A2 of Appendix A. Then,

3-symmetric spaces related to symmetric triples (G, K, 6) constructed in terms ofdistinct
F are inequivalent except when L D2k (k^2\ For L D2k(k^2) there are precisely
five non-trivial, proper, B-invariant subgroups F, denoted Ft (/= 1, 2,..., 5) in §A2 of
Appendix A. In the case L D2k(k&gt;2) the 3-symmetric spaces determined by Ft and F2
are équivalent, likewise those determined by F4 and F5. In the case L D4 the 3-symmetric

spaces determined by Fx, F2 and F3 are équivalent, likewise those determined by

F4andF5.
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§3. Proofs of Theorems

Proof of Theorem A. (i) Let (M, s, $) be a compact quadratic 5-manifold with
&lt;/&gt;^2ti/3. Let g be any ^-invariant metric on M, and let V be the corresponding Rie-
mannian connection. Since VS is ^-invariant we hâve S(WXS) (Y) (VSXS) (SY) for
ail X, Ye^(M). Consequently, for any eigenvalues qu q2 of S (not necessarily
distinct) andcorrespondingcomplexeigenvectors U, Fat any point ofAf, S(VVS)(V)
QiQ2(VuS)(V)- Since ^^2nj3, and ± 1 are not eigenvalues of S, then q1q2 is not an
eigenvalue of S, and it follows that VS=0. Consequently, the canonical almost com-
plex structure ^ (sin^)~1(S&apos;—(cos0)/) is parallel with respect to V, and so # is

integrable. Moreover, for eachpeM, Sp is orthogonal, and hence &lt;PP is orthogonal.
Thus (M, g) is a Kâhler manifold with respect to #. Since S is parallel, (M, g) is

locally Riemannian symmetric (cf. [4]); since $ is parallel, then (M, g) is locally
Hermitian symmetric with respect to $.

We now show that (M, g) is (globally) Hermitian symmetric with respect to 4&gt;.

Consider the simply-connected covering space (M, g) with the complex structure $9

where g and $ are the lifts of g and $. Then (itëf, g) is a Hermitian symmetric space
with respect to $. We hâve the décomposition (M, g) (Cn,go)x (Mx,gt)x --- x
x (Mr, gr), where (Cw, g0) is a complex Euclidean vector space with complex structure

Jo, and for i l,2,...,r, (Mi9gt) is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of
compact type with complex structure J(; moreover $=J0 x Jt x ••• x Jr (cf. the proof
of Proposition 5.5 in Chapter VIII of [3]).

For the Riemannian covering (M, g) -» (M, g) the group F of deck transformations

is a group of Clifford translations of (Si, g) because (M, g) is Riemannian
homogeneous (cf. [6], Theorem 2.7.5). Furthermore, any yeF is decomposable as

y yoxy1X&quot;&apos;Xyr where y0, yt are Clifford translations of (C1, g0), (Aff, gt) resp.
(Corollary 3.1.4 of [5]). Let ra be the ath slot group of T for a=0, 1,..., r (cf. Remark
2.7). Since $ is the lift of #, then l&gt; is F-invariant and from the above décomposition
of $ it follows that each Ja is ra-invariant. Define M0 Cnjr0 and Mi^MjFi for
/= 1, 2,..., r. Let g0, gf and /0, /f be the metrics and parallel complex structures in-
duced on the Mo, Mt respectively. Since Fo is a group of translations on the real
Euclidean space underlying C? and Fo préserves Jo, then (Mo, g0) is a compact
Hermitian symmetric space of Euclidean type. We claim that for i 1, 2,..., r the

group Ft is trivial. Consider the following two possibilities.
(a) Suppose (iVf,-, gt) is not a complex projective space i&gt;2m±i(^) of odd complex

dimension 2m+l&gt;3, nor a space S0(4m + 2)/£/(2m +1) with m&gt;0. Then Theorem
5.5.1 of [5] implies that Ft is finite and centralises I0Ç^i9g()9 and that (Mhg^) is

Riemannian symmetric. Because Jt is a parallel complex structure on (Mi9 gi), then

(Mh gi) is Hermitian symmetric with respect to Jt; it is of compact type, whence Mt
is simply-connected. Thus Ft is trivial.
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(b) Suppose (Mhgi) is either P2m±i(C) °r SO(4m + 2)IU(2m+l) for m&gt;0. If
(Mf, gi) is Riemannian symmetric then, as in (a), Ft is trivial. If, for some non-trivial
Fh (Mh g^ is not Riemannian symmetric, then by Chapter 9 of [6] or 5.5.5 and 5.5.6

of [5], rf={l,5f} where Si is anti-holomorphic. This contradicts the fact that Ft
préserves Jt. So again Ft must be trivial.

Since ail the Ft are trivial, we hâve F F0. Consequently (M, g) (M0, go)x
x (Mu gi)x&quot;-x (Mr, gr) and # /0 x Jt x ••/,.. Thus (M, g) is a (globally) Hermi-
tian symmetric space with respect to &lt;P.

Suppose now that the factor (M0,g0) is non-trivial (i.e., dimMo=«&gt;0). From
the above décomposition of 4&gt;, it follows that the symmetry tensor field has a similar
décomposition; consequently, s=soxs1x -- xsr such that for a 0, 1,..., r, the map
sa:Ma-+ DiffMa defines a quadratic vmantf°ld (Afa, sa, 0) with angular parameter (j).

Consider now the simply-connected covering space (C, s0) of (Mo, s0) (cf. Remark
1.5). By Proposition 1.6, the symmetry (,so)o at the origin 0 of Cn normalises T. Make
the standard identification of Cn with the tangent space to Cn at 0, consider F as a
lattice in C, and write A (so)o; then F is invariant by the transformation A. Since

(Mo, s0, $) is quadratic, then &gt;42~2(cos&lt;/))^ + /=0. Let {ri}i=lt2 m be a set of
generators of the lattice T, hence also a basis of the R2w underlying C&quot;. Define the
matrix ^by ^(tf) Si= i^hj&apos;y because A leaves F invariant, W is an integer matrix.
We hâve det W= 1, and

therefore, (2 cos&lt;/&gt;)2&quot; det(PF2 + /)eZ. Since £2-2(cos0)&lt;i; + l is the minimal poly-
nomial of W, then det( W- £/) (^2 - 2(cos $) £ +1 )&quot;. The term linear in Ç shows that
2n cos&lt;^eZ, that is, cos0 w/2« for some meZ. Since (2 cos&lt;/&gt;)2weZ, it follows that
(m/n)2neZ and so m/neZ which implies that cos0 O,±i, or ±1. By assumption,
&lt;/&gt;e]0,7i[ and &lt;^/2ti/3; thus, $ 7i/3 or tc/2. This complètes the proof for case (i).

(ii) Let &lt;f) 2rc/3. Then (M, 51, 0) is a metrisable 3-symmetric space by Remark 2.4.

This complètes the proof of Theorem A.

Proofof Theorem B. (i) Given a Hermitian symmetric space (Afl5 gx) of compact
type with complex structure Jl9 then the Lie group G=IO(MU gx) is a compact semi-

simple group of Hermitian isometries acting transitively on Mt. Thus, Mi G/H
where iîT dénotes the isotropy subgroup of G at some point peMv Now # may be

identified with the linear isotropy group at/? v(#) where v:G-^Mt is the natural
projection, and then {Jx)p may be considered as an élément of the Lie algebra of H
(cf. Chapter VIII in [3]). Given $e]0, tc[, consider exp(&lt;^(/1)p)ei/, and define

^=ad(exp(&lt;^(y1)p))GAutG. Then (G, H, 9) is a symmetric triple, and détermines a

unique related metrisable regular ^-manifold (Musu&lt;t&gt;) satisfying (a) and (b) in
Proposition 1.18. From (a) it follows that (^)p=exp(0(/1)p). By (b), G is a group of
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^-preserving diffeomorphisms. Consequently, since G is a transitive group of Hermi-
tian isometries of (Ml9 gt) with respect to Jl9 the metric gx is ^-invariant and (^i)q
exp(0(/1)9) for ail qeMt. It follows that the symmetry tensor field 5&apos;1=exp(/)/1

(cos(j))I+(sin(j))Ju and so Jt is the canonical almost complex structure on (Mu sx).

Moreover, (51)2~-2(cos&lt;/)) St + 7=0, whence (Ml9 st) is quadratic with angular para-
meter &lt;/&gt;; thus, (Ml9 sl9 0) is associated with the given Hermitian symmetric space.
Suppose (Ml9 s9 (f&gt;) is also associated with the given Hermitian symmetric space; then,

sp (s1)p, for their differentials hâve the common value exp((j)(Jl)p) at/? and each is

an isometry of (Mi9 gt). Since the symmetry sp détermines (Mj, s) (cf. Corollary 1.12),
this proves uniqueness of the associated (Ml9 su &lt;/&gt;).

(ii) Given a compact Hermitian symmetric space (Ml9 g2) of Euclidean type, then

M2 Cnir where F is a 2/z-dimensional real lattice in C&quot; and g2 is the flat metric in-
duced by the Euclidean metric on C. The complex structure J2 on M2 is that induced

by the complex structure Jo on C&quot;. Consider (Ml9 s29 4&gt;) associated with the given
Hermitian symmetric space, and the simply-connected covering space (C&quot;, s, 0) of
(M2, s2, 0) where for ail p, qeCn

sp(q) p + exp(&lt;t&gt;J0)(q-p). (0

Observe that, by Proposition 1.6, the lattice F must be invariant by the orthogonal
transformation A exp((f)J0) of the Euclidean vector space R2n underlying C&quot;; cf. the
last paragraph in the proof for case (i) of Theorem A.

Let ex #0 be a lattice point of F nearest to the origin 0 of R2n. Since the eigenvalues
of A are e±l* with &lt;/&gt;e]0, n\_9 then {ei9 Aet} spans a 2-plane n1, which is ^4-invariant
because ^42 2(eos0)^4 — /. Consequently, as in Lemma 3.5.2 of [6], every lattice
point in nî is an integer linear combination of ex and Aex ; moreover, 0 7i/3, njl or
2n/3. Consider now a lattice point e2 $nx at minimal distance from n1. Then Ae2 $n1
because nt is ^4-invariant; it follows that {eu Aei9 e2y Ae2} spans an ^-invariant 4-

plane n2. We now show that every lattice point y lying in n2 is an integer linear combination

el9 Ael9 e2 and Ae2. Let N be the normal vector from e2 to nt ; then N&apos; A(N)
is the normal vector from Ae2 to n1. By subtracting from y an appropriate integer
linear combination of el9 Ael9 e29 Ael9 one obtains yfen2nr satisfying yf aei +
a&apos;Aei + be2 + b&apos;Ae29 where a, a\ b9 bf each hâve absolute value &lt;¦£. Now the distance

from y&apos; to %x is

the fîrst inequality being strict because N&apos; A(N) cannot be parallel to A^ (by the

eigenvalues of A). Since \\N\\ is the distance d(e29 nt) which is minimal by hypothesis,
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ît follows that b — b&apos; 0 Thus y&apos;enl9 and so a and ar are integers Hence, y îs an integer
hnear combination of et, ,4^, e2i Ae2 as claimed Continuing by induction, one obtains
{el9 Ael}l 1 2 n which générâtes F and forms a basis of R2&quot;

As just shown in the preceding paragraph, &lt;/&gt; tc/3, n/2 or 2tt/3 Consider now the
standard basis {a,, «/0(e*)}i=i 2 * of R2n&gt; and observe that the lattice A$ generated
by {£„ Ael}l l 2 „ isTn for 0 7r/2and Jnfor 0 tt/3 or 2tt/3 (An and In are defined
in ^2 immediately before the statement of Theorem A Deflne the non-singular real
linear transformation/ R2&quot;-&gt;R2&apos;1 by }{el) ElJ{Ael) A&amp;l Then

^A* (2)

^A (3)

Equation (3) îs équivalent to

hh h°I (3&apos;)

which îs the condition that / be complex linear Consequently, we hâve a complex
analytic diffeomorphism / C/r^C/A^ defined by /oa&apos; a°/ where a&apos; Cn-+Cn/F
and a C&quot;-^C&quot;/y4^ dénote the natural projections

Observe that A exp((j)J0) leaves the lattice A^ invariant Consequently, A^ îs a

group of i-preserving translations of C Moreover, by (1) and (3 each symmetry
sp normalises A^ Therefore (cf Proposition 1 6) there exists a quadratic a^-manifold

&gt; 0) covered by (C&quot;, s, 0) with symmetnes satisfying

Now/(0) 0, and from (3&apos;) we have that/is 5-preserving, hence, équation (2) and
Proposition 1 13 imply that (M2, s2, &lt;j&gt;) is équivalent to (C1/^, v&lt;t,&gt;

&lt;$&gt;)

(111) Consider now a compact Hermitian symmetnc space (M, g) (M1, gt)x
x {M21 gi) with complex structure /=/i x /2, where (Ml9 gt) (resp (M2, g2)) is the
factor of compact (resp Euchdean) type We suppose dimMi &gt;0 and dimM2&gt;0, for
otherwise the situation reduces to (1) or (11) As in (1) and (11) we can wnte M1 GjK
and M2 Cn/F, and we have the natural projections v G-*Mt and a&apos; Cn -? Cn/F We
wnte p v(K)eMt andp&apos; &lt;x&apos;(0)eM2 Suppose now that (M9 s, &lt;j)) is associated with
the Hermitian symmetnc space (M, g) with complex structure / Then the symmetry
at (pip&apos;)eM=Ml x M2 has differential exp(0/(p P exp(0(/1)p)xexp(0(/2)p at
the point (p,p&apos;)&gt; and consequently

Now an élément of G x C acts as a Hermitian isometry on (Mt g), and, smce (M, s, &lt;/&gt;)

is associated with the given Hermitian symmetnc space, we deduce that such an ele-
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ment préserves the symmetry tensor field S and hence préserves s (cf. the proof of
Proposition 1.9). As a conséquence of (4), s=st xs2i and hence (M, s, (j&gt;) (Musu &lt;f&gt;)

x (M2, s2, (j&gt;). Then (iii) follows from (i) and (ii).
(iv) Consider a compact quadratic s-manifold (M9 s, $) with angular parameter

0^27i/3. By Theorem A the canonical almost complex structure &lt;P is integrable and,
for any j-invariant metric g9 (M, g) is a compact Hermitian symmetric space with
respect to #. Then (iv) follows immediately from Définition 2.5 and (i), (ii), (iii)
above. This complètes the proof of Theorem B.

Proof of Theorem C. From Proposition 1.18 and the fact that #3 id, it follows
that the construction described in Theorem C yields a metrisable 3-symmetric space

(M, s). Since F n Go is a 2«-lattice, G= GjF is compact, so M=G/K is compact.
Now consider any compact metrisable 3-symmetric space (M, s), and write

G=I0(M9 s). Thus, G is a compact connected Lie group acting effectively and transi-
tively on M. Choose a pointéeM, and let K dénote the isotropy subgroup of G at p.
By Proposition 1.18 there exists OeAntG such that (G, K, 0) is a symmetric triple
related to (M, s\ and 03=id.

Let G be the simply-connected covering group of G, dénote the covering homo-
morphism by n:G-+G9 and let D kern. Define TîT* (tt&quot;1 (J^T))0; then GjK* is the

simply-connected covering space of GjK with the projection induced by n. Let Af be

the kernel of the natural action of G on G/K*; thus, JVis a closed normal subgroup of
G and NczK*. Define G=G)N and R=K*/N; then G/R is an effective coset space

diffeomorphic to G/K*. The group n(N) is normal in G and ft(N)c:K, hence n(N)
[e] because GjK is effective, and thus NaD. Thus, the kernel F of the covering
ti:(j-&gt; G is a discrète central subgroup of G isomorphic to DjN. The automorphism
fleAutG is covered by a unique #eAut(j. Because {G, K9 6) is a symmetric triple,
0 fixes A^pointwise; consequently, since K* is connected, 8 fixes K* pointwise. Since

NczK* one thus has 8(N) N, and so 8 covers a unique BeAutG. It follows that

8(F)=F and that B covers 6.

From §6 of [7] and Remarks 1.20 it follows that, up to équivalence of the 3-symmetric

spaces, we can assume that G, R, and B admit the following décompositions:

B =0ox01x — x0r9

for some set of primitive (Gi9 Ki9 0f), i l, 2,..., r, and Go the translation group of
some Euclidean vector space C&quot; with complex structure Jo and 0o=exp(0jo). As
noted above, T is a discrète central subgroup of G and B(F) F. Since G is compact,
then FnG0 is a 2«-lattice. Finally, from Theorem 6.4 of [7] it follows that K=n(R).
This complètes the proof of Theorem C.

Proofof Theorem D. We first prove two lemmas.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let (M, g, s) be the simply-connectedcovering space ofa Riemannian
regular s-manifold (M, g, s). Let G&apos; be the group of s-preserving isometries of (M, g)
which préserve the fibres of the covering oc: fit -&gt; M with the Lie group structure induced

by inclusion in /(M, g, s), and let G&apos; I(M, g, s). Then there exists a smooth covering
homomorphism n&apos;:G&apos;&apos; -&gt;G&apos; with kernel Â the group of deck transformations of the

covering oc. Moreover, let G (G&apos;)0 and G I0(M, g, s). Then K nr\G:G-+G is a
smooth covering homomorphism with kernel F A nG(central in G).

Proof For xeG&apos; define the diffeomorphism x:M-*M by xoa aojc. If oc(p)=p,
then sp°a ao^ and so xospooc xo&lt;xosp ocoxoSp ocosx(p)ox sx(p)ootox sx(p)oxooc.
Thus xeG&apos; and so a map n&apos;:G&apos;-+G&apos; is defined by 7i&apos;(Jc)oa aojc. Since n&apos;(x.y)ooc

oco(x.y) n&apos;(x)onf(y)o(x, then n&apos; is a homomorphism. Moreover, n&apos; is surjective. For
let xeG\ and let x:M -&gt; fit be a lift of x. It is easily seen that x is an S-preserving
isometry of (M, g, s) where S is the symmetry tensor field. Hence (cf. Proof of Proposition

1.9) x is 5-preserving. Thus xeG\ and n&apos;(x) x; this proves n&apos; surjective. We

next show that n is a smooth map; for this purpose it suffices to prove continuity
since n&apos; is a homomorphism of Lie gfoups G\ G&apos;. Let (xn) be a séquence in G&apos; such

that xn-±x. Then for each peM, xn(p)-*x(p). Hence (nf(^n))(^(P)) oc(xn(p))^
(x(x(p)) (n&apos;(x))(oi(p)). Since G&apos; is a closed topologicai subgroup of/(M, g) with the

compact open topology, it follows that n(xn)-+n&apos;(x), so n is continuous, and hence

smooth. The final statement of the lemma is immédiate; thus the proof of Lemma 3.1

is complète.

LEMMA 3.2. Let (M, s) be the simply-connected Z-symmetric space related to a

primitive symmetric triple (G, K, 0), and let g be any s-invariant metric on M. Then

G Z0(Ai, s) I0(M, g, s). If moreover, (M, g, s) is the simply-connected covering

space of (M, g, s) with covering map oc: M -? M, then each élément of G préserves the

fibres of the covering oc.

Proof Letv:G-+GlRbe the natural projection. Because (M, s) and (G, K, 8) are

related, 1M GIR, sKo v v°9, and s3£K xosKojc~1 for ail xKeGjR. It follows that
the group W generated by the symmetries is contained in GuG.sKuG.(sK)2. By
Proposition 1.18, there exists an ^-invariant metric g on M such that GaI0(M, g, s).

Consequently, since the Lie group G acts transitively on M, it follows that G is a

closed topologicai Lie subgroup of /0(M, g, s) (cf. Remark 2 on page 176 of [3]).
Since Zo($}9 s) is the identity component of the closure of W in I(M, g, s)y then

Eo($ï, i)c(j. Moreover, since G is a group of i-preserving isometries of (AÏ, g), then

2o(tâ, s) is a normal Lie subgroup of G. In ail cases except G L3/Z*9 the group G is

simple in Tables 1, 2 and 3 of [7], and so in thèse cases we hâve G Z0(M, s). For
G=L3/Z*, one notes that I0(M9 s) must be 0-invariant and since S hère is induced by
cyclic permutation of the three simple factors inlxlxl, again G I0(M, s).

Now, for any ^-invariant metric g on fit, G I0{M, s) is a normal closed topolog-
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ical Lie subgroup if I0(M, g, s). Moreovei, B is the restriction to G of the automor-
phism ad(%)eAut/(Af, g, s). Decomposing the compact connectée Lie group
70(M, g, s) (which acts transitively and effectively on the simply-connected M) as in
the first paragraph of §6 in [7], one sees that G I0(M, g, s). This complètes the proof
of the first statement in the lemma.

Suppose now that (Af, g, s) covers (M, g, s) with covering map a : M -&gt; M. Then

&lt;xoSp sa(p)oa for each peM, whence each symmetry Sp is fibre preserving. So the

group *F generated by the symmetries (and hence its closure I(M, s) in /(M, g, s)) is

fibre preserving. Thus, G=Z0(M, s) is fibre preserving, and this complètes the proof
of Lemma 3.2.

We nowreturn to the proofof Theorem D. Consider then a primitive symmetric triple
(G, R, B) and the related simply-connected compact metrisable 3-symmetric space (M, s).

Let F be a 9-invariant central subgroup of G; for the covering n:G-+G G/r,
define K=n(R) and define 0eAutG by 0on noB. By Theorem C, (G,K,0) is a

symmetric triple and détermines a related metrisable 3-symmetric space (M, s). By
Remark 2.6, (M, s) is covered by (iCf, s).

Conversely, suppose (M, s) is a compact metrisable 3-symmetric space covered by
(M, s), and let A be the group of deck transformations of the covering (x:M-+M. Let

g be any ^-invariant metric on M, and let g be the corresponding ^-invariant metric
a*g on Sî. Set G=I0(M, g, s) and let K be the isotropy subgroup of G at the point
cn{R) in M. Now, by Lemma 3.2, G=I0(M, g, s) and each élément of G préserves the

fibres of the covering a. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1, there is a smooth covering
homomorphism n.G^G defined by 7i(x)°a ocojc for xeG, and so r kcr
is a discrète central subgroup of G. By Lemma 3.2, G=ro(M, £), so the map
defined by $(x)=sK° jco j£x for îe(j, is an automorphism of G. For x,yeG, $
B(x)yR because sK(yR)=B(y) R, and hence $ B because GjR is effective. Define

0eAutGby 9(x)=sKoxos^i for xeG. Since aosK=sKo&lt;x, then (0o7t(jc))oa a°(0(jc))
for xe(j, and so n°B 0on by the defining property of n. Consequently B(F) r.

Let n: G-+ G be the simply-connected covering group of (j, and define the

homomorphism 7i 7roje. Since R=(Gë)0 and, by Proposition 1.18, (Ge)oczKc:G0, then

(7r~1(i?))0 (7T~1(^r))0, since their Lie algebras coincide. Now G/n~l(R) is diffeo-

morphic to G/R=M, because n~1(R) is the isotropy subgroup of G acting naturally
on GjR; since G/Ris simply-connected, then n~1(R) is connected. The kernel of the

action of G on Gjn~l{K))0 equals the kernel of the homomorphism tï, and it follows
from the proof of Theorem 6.4 of [7] that K= n(R). To summarise, G=G/T, K=n(R)
and 6on no9 where n\G-+ G is the natural projection and F is a 0-invariant central

subgroup of (j.
Thus we hâve shown that the compact metrisable 3-symmetric spaces covered by

(Si, s) are precisely those (M, s) constructed from the symmetric triple (G, R, B) in
terms of 9-invariant central subgroups F of G as described in Theorem C.
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With the above notation, the covenng a G/R-+G/K îs given by a(xR) n(x)K
for xReGjR Since G/Ris effective, then FnRis the îdentity élément It follows that
the group of deck transformations of the covenng a îs precisely F, acting naturally on
GjR as a subgroup of G Given two 0-invanant central subgroups F1,F2 of G,

construct, as above, symmetnc triples (Gl9 Kl9 0t), (G2, K2,02) and the related 3-sym-
metnc spaces (Ml9 s^, (M2, s2) Now, by Proposition 1 13, (Ml9 st) and (M2, s2) are

équivalent if and only if there exists an i-preserving diffeomorphism / of M GjR
such tha.tf(R)=R&amp;ndfrlf~i=r2 Smce G I0(M, s), such an/exists if and only
if there exists feAutG such that $(R)= R9 $9 0$ and $(F1) F2

We now describe the 0-invanant central subgroups of G for the vanous primitive
symmetnc triples ((/, R, B), and check for équivalence of the résultant 3-symmetnc
spaces

Case (î) if (G, R, B) occurs in Table 1 or 2 of §6 in [7], then G has trivial centre,
so there are no non-tnval 0-invanant F

Case(n) 6 Spin8, R=G2 or SU(3)/Z3
In the case Spin8/G2 the automorphism B îs the tnality automorphism tj of Spin8,
the centre Z (Spin8) Z2 x Z2 Smce tj fixes the îdentity and cyclically permutes the
other three éléments of Z (Spin8), then the only non-trivial ^-invariant subgroup of
Z (Spin8) îs Z (Spin8) îtself In the case Spin8/(S£/(3)/Z3) the automorphism B îs

rç°ad(w) for some weSpin8 Smce the inner automorphism ad(w) leaves Z (Spm8)
pointwise fixed, it follows that (as in the G2 case) the only non-trivial rçoad(M)-m-

variant subgroup of Z (Spin8) îs Z (Spin8) îtself
Case (ni) G L3/Z*, R—L*/Z*y where L îs a compact simply-connected simple

Lie group with centre Z and &quot;*&quot; dénotes diagonal embeddmg into L3 LxLxL,
the automorphism Be AutL3/Z* îs induced by cyclic permutation of the simple factors

in L3 For each of the simple groups L, ail 0-invanant centrai subgroups F of L3/Z*
are listed in §A2 of Appendix A Each such F yields a symmetnc triple (G, K, 9) and
so defines, as descnbed above, a related 3-symmetnc space By §A3 of Appendix A,
the équivalence of the résultant 3-symmetnc spaces îs as stated in Theorem D

§ Al. Automorphisms of L3\Z*

Let L be a simply-connected compact simple Lie group with centre Z Consider
the product group L3 LxLxL LetplJkeAutL3 be defined by

Pijk(xl&gt; X2i X3)=(xti XJ9 Xk),

where (i,j, k) îs some permutation of (1, 2, 3) Then if 0l9 02, 03eAutL, it follows
that (61 x02x03)opijkeAutL3 Conversely, if 0eAutL3, then, because L îs simple,
0 permutes the factors of L3 and so 0= (91 x62x 63)oplJk for some 0u 02, 03eAutL
and some pljk.
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Consider the quotient group L3/Z* where Z*{(z, z, z)eL3 :zeZ}. Define Aut
(L3, Z*)={aeAutL3:oe(Z*) Z*}, and let ti:L3-&gt;L3/Z* be the natural projection.
Thereis a unique isomorphism /?:Aut (L3, Z*)-» AutL3/Z* satisfying/?(&lt;£) o?t 710$

for ail &lt;£eAut(L3, Z*). Now the éléments of AutL3/Z* are precisely the automor-
phisms fi({Qi x62x93)opijk) with 6l9 62 and ô3 in the same adL-coset of AutL. For
(6i x62x63)opijkeAutL3 préserves Z* if and only if 61(z) 62(z) 63(z) for ail
zeZ, and automorphisms in distinct adL-cosets of AutL hâve distinct actions on Z.

§A2. $-invariant Central Subgroups r
With the notation of §A1, consider p3î2eAutL3. Then p312(Z*) Z*9 and we

define B p(p312)eAutl?\Z*. We now find the 0-invariant central subgroups of
L3jZ* as required for Theorem D.

The centre of L3/Z* is Z3jZ*9 which we identify with ZxZ via the

isomorphism &lt;5:Z3/Z*-&gt;ZxZ defined by ô((zi9 z29 l)Z*) (zl9 z2) for zuz2eZ.
Now B((zuz2, \)Z*)=(\9zuz2)Z* (z2\z1z2l, 1)Z*, so B acts on ZxZ by
B(zl9 z2) (z^&quot;1, 21z^*1) for (z1,z2)eZxZ. We list below the non-trivial ^-invariant
subgroups fcZxZfor the various simple groups L. For cases (a), (b), (c) and (d),
the results follow either directly or from Appendix B.

(a) L=G2, F4 or E8; Z is trivial. There are no non-trivial 0-invarîant subgroups

(b) L Bt (l&gt;2), Cx (1^3) or E7; Z=Z2. Hère T ZxZis the only possibility.
(c) L £6;Z Z3.r={(0,0), (1,2), (2, 1)} or ZxZ.
(d) L D2k+1 (k^2); Z=Z4. T Z2xZ2 or ZxZ.
(e) L D2k(k^2);Z=Z2xZ2. Expiicitly let A and B be the generators of the two

copies of Z2; thus Z={A9 B:A2 B2 l9 AB BA}. Directly one finds that the non-
trivial 0-invariant subgroups of ZxZ are:

r2 {(l9l)9(l9B)9(B,B)9(B,l)},
r3 {(l, 1), (19AB)9 (AB9AB), (AB9 1)},

F4={(1, 1), (AB9 A)9 (A9 B), (B9 AB)}9

r5 {(l, 1), (AB9 B)9 (B9 A)9 (A9 AB)}9

and

(f) L=At (/^l); Z=Zl+1. The 0-invariant subgroups of ZxZ are the groups
listed in §B6 of Appendix B (with « /+!).
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§A3. Equivalence

The 0-invanant central subgroups F of L3/Z* descnbed in §A2 are used in
Theorem D to construct 3-symmetnc spaces For given L, two 0-invanant central
subgroups F, F&apos; alJjZ* yield équivalent 3-symmetnc spaces if and only if there
exists $ AutL3/Z* such that $(L*/Z*) L*/Z*, B$ $B and $(F) F&apos;, where
L* {(a, a, a)eL3 aeL), for détails see proof of Theorem D

Now the éléments of Aut L3/Z* which préserve L*/Z* and commute with B are
precisely the automorphisms of the form /?((^x \j/ x^)o(/7312)l) j5(^xi^x^)o9l
where t^eAutL and / =0, 1 or 2 For, using the results of §A1, one sees that the
éléments of AutL3/Z* which préserve L*/Z* are precisely those of the form
jS((i^x^xt/f)o/?uk) for ij/eAutL, moreover, such an élément commutes with 0

P(P3ii) *f and only rf Pijk tài Pin or Pizu because /? îs an îsomorphism and p3l2
commutes with \\i x \\i x \jj

Observe that (p(ij/x ij/x \j/)) ((zl9z2, l)Z*) (^(z1), ^(z2), 1)Z* for xj/eAutL,
zuz2eZ Hence, identifying the centre of L3/Z* with Zx Zas in §A2, two 9-mvanant
central subgroups T, F&apos; aZx Z yield équivalent 3-symmetnc spaces if and only if there
exists il/eAutL such that ($ x \j/) (F) Ff

For L^D2k (k^2), then each ij/GAutL either fixes Z pointwise or maps each
élément of Z to îts inverse, and so \j/ x \j/ préserves any 9-invanant subgroup FczZxZ
Consequently, for L^D2k (k^2), distinct F yield inequivalent 3-symmetnc spaces

Consider now L D2k (k^2) and the 9-invanant subgroups Ft czZ x Z, / 1, 2,
5, defined in §A2 For L D2k {k&gt;2\ ît follows from §A1 that, for any outer auto-
morphism i/^eAutL, il/xi// interchanges Fi and F2, likewise T4 and F5, whilst pre-
serving F3 Consequently, Fl and F2 define équivalent 3-symmetnc spaces, likewise
T4 and T5, there are no other équivalences For L Z)4 Spin8, we hâve two basic
outer automorphisms, namely, a which fixes AB and interchanges A and B, and the

tnahty automorphism r\ which cyclically permutes A-+B-+AB-+A Then E(D±) îs

the dihedral group generated by a and rj For \peE(DA\ the action of \j/ x \j/ on the

Ft c Z x Z îs as follows

axa interchanges Fu F2, interchanges F4, T5, and préserves T3,
(rçoa)x (rjofx) interchanges Fu T3, interchanges jT4, F5, and préserves T2,
(r}2oa)x (ti2oa) interchanges F2, F3, interchanges T4, T5, and préserves Fl9

rjxrj permutes Ft -&gt; F2 -+ F3 -&gt;Fl9 and préserves r4, F5,
^72 x ^/2 permutes J\ -&gt; T3 -&gt; T2 -&gt; T1? and préserves T4, T5

Consequently, T^ F2 and F3 yield équivalent 3-symmetnc spaces, likewise F4 and F5 ;

there are no other équivalences
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Appendix B

Let Zn dénote the additive group of integers modulo n. If a9 beZ and a(mod«),
b(modn) dénote their respective équivalence classes modulo n9 then we dénote

(a(modn)9 b(modn))eZn®Zn by (a, b). We dénote the greatest common divisor of a
and b by [a, ft],

The purpose of this appendix is to find ail the subgroups FczZn®Zn invariant by
the automorphism 9n defined by 6n((a9 b))=(-b9 a-b) for (a9b)eZn®Zn. Thèse

groups are needed in the proof of Theorem D; cf. also §A2 of Appendix A.

§B1

PROPOSITION. Let n =p\l px2 pXr be the prime power décomposition of n with

Pi &lt;Pi &lt;&quot; &lt;Pr&gt; and write nt =pXi. The isomorphism Zn Zni®Zn2®• • • ©ZWr yields the

isomorphism Zn©Zw (ZBl © Zni )© (Zn2©ZnJ© • • • © (ZWr® ZWr) ; moreover, 0n

^m x ^«2 x &apos;&quot; x ®nr&apos; Hence a subgroup FczZn®Zn is On-invariant if and only if F
r1®r2®&apos;&quot;@rrfor some 9n-invariant subgroups rtczZni®Zni, i= 1, 2,..., r.

Proof Given 0n.-invariant subgroups F\czZni®Zni, one sees immediately that

F=F1®r2®-~®rr is invariant by 6n.

Conversely, suppose fcZwffiZn is 0w-invariant. For z=l,2,...,r let nt be the

projection of Zn©Zw onto the factor Zni©Znf, and define F^n^F). Because On(F) F,
eni(Fi) Fi for i= 1, 2,..., r. We claim that F rl®r2®~&gt;®Fr. Since it is immédiate
that Fczri®r2®&apos;&quot;®rr, it remains only to show that r1©r2©---©rrczr. For a

fixed i, consider any (ah b^eF^ By définition of Fi9 there exists zeF such that 7ti(z)
(ai9 bt). Define m=n2- («,)~2. Observing that (nj)2 is the order of Z^ffiZ^, one sees

that 7iy(m- z) (0, 0) foryVi. Because [m, (n*)2] 1, there exist integers s, t such that
sm=l—t(ni)29 and so sm-(ai9bi) (ai9bi). Consequently ((0,0),...,(#,-, 6/),...,
(0, 0)) .ym-2er; thus {(0, 0)}© —©JT,© —0{(O, 0)}c:r for i=l,2,...,r, and so

r1©r2©*&quot;©rrc:r. This complètes the proof of the proposition.

§B2

The above proposition reduces the problem to the case of a prime power. Consider
then in this section a subgroup fcZn©ZB satisfying 6n(F) F9 where n=px. Define

At (resp. A2) as the subgroup of Zn obtained by projecting F on the first (resp. second)
factor in Zrt©Zn. Suppose aeAi9 and that (a9 x)eF. Then 62((a9 x))=0n(-x9 a-x)
(x—a9 —a), whence aeA2. Hence, A1cA2; likewise A2cAl9 so Tczyl©^l where

A At A2. We call A the slot group of T. Now A is a subgroup of Zn, so il s Zpff for
some (K&lt;r&lt;A. The order of T is ^p^, and since FaA®A9 the order of F ispa+fl for
some 0&lt;/i&lt;cr. We dénote by Fa(px9a,fi) the 0n-invariant subgroups of Zn©Zw
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(n=px) which hâve slot group A Zp* and order/?&lt;T+M; hère a runs over some indexing
set necessarily fini te and possibly void for certain values ofp, À, a, fi. Observe that the
subgroup Fa(pÀ, a, y) of Zpa©Zpa are isomorphic to the subgroups Fa(p°, &lt;*, aO of

§B3

By the last observation, our problem is finally reduced to the following: for n=pff
and O^ju^or find ail subgroups Tc=Zn®Zn satisfying

0) (&gt;
(ii) order of r=pa+tl

and

(iii) the associated slot group A Zn.

In the next three sections we solve this problem explicitly. For // a there is exactly
one subgroup of Zn®Zn satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii); namely, Zn©Zn itself, denoted

/V, a, a).
We now consider the case 0^fi&lt;a. Then there must be at least one élément

xeZn such that there are at least/?M distinct éléments of the form (x, *) in F, for other-
wise order of r&lt;/?&lt;T+M. Moreover, for any yeZn there must be an ayeZn such that
—x+j, ay)eF by property (iii); consequently there are at least/?M distinct éléments

of the form (y, *)eF. Since order F=p&lt;T+tl n-p11, there must be precisely/?&quot; éléments

(y, *) in F for each yeZn.
Consider an integer x satisfying 0^x&lt;n and such that (1, x)eF. Then (x, x2)

X- (1, x)eF, and since 0n(F) F9 we also hâve (-x, 1 -x)eF, whence (0, x2-x+1)
eF. Now if [x2-jt+l, /i] l, then (x2-x+l) (mod«) générâtes Zn, so that
{0}©Zncf; 0n(F) F then implies Zn®{0}c=r, whence F Zn®Zn which contra-
dicts order F=p&lt;T+fi&lt;n2. Consequently,

x2-x+l=0(mod/&gt;). (B.l)

For/; 2 the congruence (1) is not soluble; for/? 3 it has the solution x=2(mod3).
For a prime /&gt;&gt;3, Euler&apos;s criterion asserts that (B.l) has a solution if and only if
(-3)(p&quot;1)/2 l (modp), and for such/? there are precisely two solutions modp.

We thus observe that, ifp 2 or if the prime/? is &gt;3 and (-3)(p&quot;1)/2^ 1 (modp),
then for 0&lt;ju&lt;cr there is no subgroup FaZn®Zn (n-pa) satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii)
above.

§B4

Leaving the case p 3 for the moment, we now investigate the case when 0 &lt; ^ &lt; a,
P&gt;3 and (-3)(p~1)/2 l (mod/&gt;). The congruence (Bl) then has two distinct solu-
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tions modp, which we write x± (modp) where the integers x± satisfy 0^x_ &lt;x+ &lt;p

If, for 0^x&lt;n=pa, we hâve (l,x)eF, then by §B3, x2~x+ 1 =0(mod/?) and so

x x±+kp for some O^kKp*&apos;1

Consider now ail the éléments in F of the form (1, *) Firstly, either ail such

éléments are of the form (l9x++kp) or ail are of the form (\,x-+kp)
For suppose (l, x+ +kp) and (\, x.+k&apos;p)eF for some k, k\ then (0,

{x+— x_) + (fc — k&apos;)p)eF Because/?doesnotdividex+ — x_, the mteger ((x+— x_) +
(k — kf)p) (modn) générâtes Zn, and so {0}©Zncf Then Zfl0{O}cf also, because

6n(F) F, whence F Zn@Zn which contradicts order F&lt;p2a n2 Consequently, the
/?M distinct éléments (1, *) of F can be wntten either ail in the form (1, x+ +ktp) or ail

in the form (1,jc_ + ktp) for appropnate 0^kl&lt;k2&lt; &lt;kp^&lt;pa~x Secondly, we
show that for each /, (kl — kl_l)p=pa~li Suppose that for some /, ]L(kl — kl_l)p,
p&lt;T~fl~]&lt;p&lt;T~&apos;1 Then, for A=l,2, ,/?&quot;+l, we hâve the /?&quot;+l distinct éléments

(0, À(kt — kt-i)p)eT, contradicting the fact that there are only// éléments (0, *) in F
Consequently, [{kl-kl_1)p,pa~^&apos;]=pa~tl, whence klp kip + (i-\)pa~^ foi /

1,2, ,/?M Thus, the éléments m F of the form (1, *) may be wntten as (1, x + ip0&apos;11)

for i=l, 2, ,/?M, where x x± +kxp for some kx satisfying ^&lt;,kx&lt;pa~ïl~l

For each *=1,2, ,/?M, let {(1,1 + //&quot;&quot;)} dénote the cyclic subgroup of F
generated by (1, x + ipa~^) Now for any integers a, b, m, rri, F contains the élément

p(T-fi) a (1, x + mp&apos;-^ + b (1,

If/? does not divide a + b, this élément îs simply (a + b) (1, i + rf&apos;/&quot;&quot;) for an integer
m&quot; S2&amp;\sîymgm&quot;(a + b)pa~li:={am + bm )pa~li (mod/?ff) Considenng integers a, b such

that p divides a + b, one sees that F must contam ail éléments of the form (rp, rpx +
mpff~fl), r and m arbitrary integers Observe that if, for some i^i&apos;9 a (1, x + //?&lt;T~M)

belongs to {(1, x + i&apos;p*&apos;11)}, then a rp for some r A count of éléments now shows

that the subgroup of F generated by the p11 cyclic groups {(1, x + ip*&apos;11)} has order
jp&lt;r+&apos;1, and hence coïncides with F

Now a subgroup of Zn®ZM generated by such cyclic groups îs 0n-invanant if and

only if 0n((l, x + ip°~ll))€r for ï=1, 2, ,/?&quot;, equivalently if and only if Je2 —Jc+1 =0
(mod/7ff~M) We claim that this congruence has precisely two solutions (mod n=pa)
First we prove the following

LEMMA Let v&gt;0 Then the congruence

jc2-jc+l=0(mod/?v) (B2)

has a unique solution x+ (modpv) congruent to x+ (modp), likewise for X-
Proof To prove the lemma for the x+ case, we will show, by induction on v, that
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there îs a unique solution to (B 2) of the form

jc jc++a/? where 0^a&lt;pv~l (B 3)

We write u+ =2x+ — 1, and note that by définition of x+,

x2+-x+ + l=0(modp) (B4)

Step 1 If v= 1, then necessanly a 0 and x+ =x+ îs the unique solution to (B 2)
of the form (B 3)

Step 2 Suppose v^2 Observe that (B 4) implies that x\-x+ + 1 =rtp for some
integer ru and (B 2) holds if and only if

(B 5)

Consequentiy, a necessary condition for x x+ +ctp to solve (B 2) îs

r1 + w+a=0(mod/?) (B 6)

Now [w+,/?] 1, so (B 6) has unique solution oc=a0(modp) where we may assume
0^ao&lt;p Write a ao + a1/?, then 0^a1&lt;/?v~2 because 0^a&lt;/?v~1 If v 2, then
necessanly at =0, and (B 6) îs a sufficient condition for x x+ +ap to solve (B 2), so

x+ =x+ +aop îs the unique solution to (B 2) of the form (B 3)
Step 3 Suppose v ^ 3 Continue, and by induction, arrive at
Step i Suppose v^i Observe that (B 2i) implies that

for some integer rt_u and (B 2) holds if and only if

Consequentiy, a necessary condition for x x+ +a/7 to solve (B 2) îs

rI_1-fw+al_2=0 (modp) (B2i + 2)

Now [«+,/?] 1, so (B 2i + 2) has unique solution at_2 =at_2(mod/?) where we may
assume 0^al_2&lt;P Write oil_2 al-2 + (xl-ip, then 0^al_1&lt;/?v&quot;&apos; because

0^aI_2&lt;/?v~(l&quot;1) If v /, then necessanly al_1=0, and (B2i + 2) îs a sufficient
condition for Je x++ap to solve (B 2), so x+=x+ + (a0+alp+ +aI_2/?I~2) p is
the unique solution to (B 2), of the form (B 3)

This process clearly halts at Step v This complètes the proof of the Lemma
Thus, by the Lemma, the congruence x2-x+1 =0(mod/?&lt;T~/i) has a unique solution

x+ (modpa~») such that x+ =x+ (modp) Similarly, the given congruence has a
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unique solution Jt__(modpff~&quot;) such that x=x~ (modp). Clearly x+ ^kx
for x+^x-(modp).

Define F± (/?*, a, fi) to be the two subgroups of Zw©Zrt generated by the p* cyclic
groups {(1,*±+*&gt;&quot;&quot;&apos;% i=l,2,...,/^, respectively.

We summarise the results of this section. Given n—p° where the prime p&gt;3

satisfies

let x± be the two solutions to the congruence x2 — x + 1 =0(modpa~*) where 0&lt; fi &lt; a.
Then the 0w-invariant subgroups of Zn©Zw having order p*+ft(Q^n&lt;o) and slot

group A Zn are the two groups F±(pff9 a, n) just defined.

§B5

We now treat the problem posed in §B3 for n ~pa in the case p 3. For p 3, the

congruence (B.l) has the unique solution 2 (m od3). Arguing as in §B4, one may show
that the éléments in F of the form (1,*) may be written as (1, Jc + /3&lt;r~M), /= 1, 2,...,
y ~ **, where x=2 + 3k for some 0^k&lt;3a~fl~l; moreover, x must satisfy the congruence

Jc2-jc+l=0 (mod3*&quot;&quot;/l)»

that is,

=0 (mod3&lt;r&quot;&apos;i). (B!)

Now (B!) has a solution for /: only if \x — a of cr— 1. So, if 0&lt;/i&lt;(7—2, there are no
0w-invariant subgroups r(3ff, a, ju). As pointed out in §B3, if fi cr, there is exactly one

0n-invariant subgroup with slot group Zn, namely F(3a, a, a) Zrt0Zrt itself. Assume
then that ii a— 1. Then any integer fc solves (B!). One observes that the subgroup of
Zw©Zn generated by the cyclic groups {(1, 2 + 3/)}, i= 1, 2,..., 3&lt;T~1, is the 0n-invariant
subgroup r(3(r, (x, &lt;r— 1) of order 32&lt;T~1 with slot group equal to ZM.

In this section we give the complète solution to the problem posed in §B1.
Consider any integers X and a satisfying O^a^X. Then:

(i) for any prime p we hâve the subgroup F(px, a, (j)=Zp&lt;,©Zp&lt;, in Zpx®ZPA;
(ii) for /? 3 we also hâve the subgroup F(3A, cr, a— 1) in Z3a©Z3a generated by

the cyclic groups {3A~*- (1, 2 + 3i)}, i=l, 2,...,/?&lt;r~1; and
(ii&apos;) for primep &gt; 3 such that (- 3)(p&quot;&quot;1)/2 s 1 (modp) we also hâve, for each integer

pi satisfying 0^/x&lt;&lt;r, the two subgroups F±(px, a, n) in Zpa®Zpa generated by the/^
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cyclic groups {pk~*&apos; (1, x± + //?*~M)}&gt; /= 1, 2, ,//, respectively, where x+ and Jc_

are the two solutions (mod/?&lt;T~M) to the congruence Jc2-Jc+1 =0(mod/7&lt;7&quot;Ai) as

descnbed in §B4.
Now consider any positive mteger n and let n=p{1 p\? pkr be the unique

décomposition of n mto prime powers with

andsuchthat Al, A2^0, A^Ofor/^3. Then by§§Bl to B5 the ^-invariant subgroups
of Zn©Zn are precisely the direct sums ri®r2®&apos;-®rr where the F, are as follows.

l=r(2x\ al,(Ti) for some

2, ju2) for some 0^(72^2 an^ ^2 ^2 or 0*2 ~

For i&gt;3:if (-SV&apos;-^^îéltmod/?,), then

r^Tip^a^a,) for some O^a^A,;

whereas, if (-3)(Pi&quot;1)/2 l (modpt), then

ri r(pfif(jl9al) for some

or

r&apos;i*=r±(pîi9&lt;ri9lJLi) for some
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